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About This Game

This is the Ultimate Edition of Grave Danger. It includes 10 new levels, a UI overhaul, an expanded story, and many new
gameplay features.

WANTED: Dead AND Alive! Dante, Malice, and Elliot have all been cast as outlaws, and it's up to you to help them clear their
names. In a world that wants you both Dead AND Alive, there's no rest for the living and or unliving. Switch between these

three unique characters, mastering their movements and attacks, and guiding them further into the story.

Play Single player or Co-op to solve puzzles! Enlist your friends to control all three characters locally, utilizing them to their
maximum potential. If you can't play with a friend or want the completely single player experience, that's fine too; switch

between co-op or single player at any time.

Teamwork is essential in Grave Danger. Each character must pull their weight and traverse the world to safety. Dante the
cowboy is capable of climbing vertical walls. Malice the reaper can float horizontally across chasms and through narrow and

dangerous areas. Elliot the wizard has magical elevation and can jump again once mid-air.

Key Features

Mind-challenging puzzles!
Beautifully crafted worlds.
Local Co-op, have a friend join in at any time!
Switch between three unique and quirky characters.
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Challenge yourself with time-trial and perfect level runs.
Full Controller & Big Picture support.
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Title: Grave Danger: Ultimate Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Spotted Shark Studio
Publisher:
Spotted Shark Studio
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016
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grave danger the ultimate edition. grave danger ultimate edition

A very fun puzzle game with a great concept. The three different uses of the colored blocks was quite unique, and some of the
puzzles were pretty difficult. On a lesser note, I encountered quite a bit of bugs, however nothing to make the game unenjoyable
or any bugs that ruined MY gameplay. Only major thing is, is that the price is a little high for how 'short' the game itself is,
(even though I didn't pay full price), it only took me about 1 hour. I would ONLY recommend this game to anyone who enjoys a
good Indie Puzzle Game, and while it is on sale.. I use to love listen vaporwave on youtube, I love memes images, AND i love
facebook. This game got it all is like a facebook simulator in a world of internet. I love the charm detail by adding some easter
eggs in the game. This game also reminds me of LSD Dream Simulator on PS1 except that this game does it right by adding
objectives and quest.

I highly recommend to people who really wants something to kick back and relax, and play this game. Its worth it! Its relaxing
(or all out creeped out by the muscle guy dancing on epic sax guy music meme)

My only comment is that:

1. hope the developer fix the elevator way out from seeing the first Admin in the 1st world. Because I have to restart the game 3
times and use the teleporter item to mark my way out earlier before seeing him then use my item to exit out. Other than that the
game is a smooth sailing

2. PLEASE ADD THE OST MUSIC OF YOUR GAME ITS SO GOOD I LOVE VAPORWAVE MUSICS I WOULD BUY
YOUR SOUNDTRACK!!!!. This game is the first in the Nancy Drew series and is about Nancy going undercover at a school to
solve a murder. I finished the game in six hours (but this game can be finished in three). Unfortunately, I have to say that this is
a disappointing introduction for me.

The reason I have double the time that I would've otherwise had is because of a poor choice in the game's design, in my opinion.
I had played on the harder difficultly, having read the other reviews that complained that it was too easy. I don't know if it was a
glitch or just something that comes with the harder difficulty, but it only gave me one task to complete. The challenge was good
enough in that difficulty, but I soon came to a point where I got stuck. Very hopelessly stuck. I tried for so long to figure out
what was wrong and what I was missing (I talked to everyone again, I looked everywhere, but still nothing). So, I restarted on the
easier difficulty. Turns out what I was missing was one pointless dialogue that had little to do with the case and was more about
what one character was up to. ONE. FRICKING. POINTLESS. DIALOGUE. One insignificant conversation kept the next
section from triggering and I feel like that is just ridiculous.

I went through the whole game and got everything that was important, but all screeched to a halt at one. stupid. dialogue. If it
had been something important to the plot I would totally get why I wouldn't be able to continue, but it didn't at all relate to the
murder, so the game just ended up wasting my time. Other than this, the game was okay, and I would've probably given it a
recommend on sale (because it's a little short for the price) if it hadn't spat in my eyes the way it had. The glacial standstill I had
to experience ruined it for me.

Get the game with the understanding that you will have to find everything and talk to everyone. If you play on easy this won't be
a problem because it will give you a task once you have found the clues for it, but something so pointless shouldn't be integral to
the progression of a game. Get this one on sale in the bundle or else it's not worth it, but I personally do not want to recommend
this game as a stand-alone.. Steam, you're drunk. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.
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It is a nice combination of Capitalism 2 + Industry Empire\/Farming Giant.
Building on the cool things and leaving out the annoyances + a lot of new content, depth, interdependencies and great solutions.
Not to mention: it is a finished game, that runs and does what it should:)
Highly recommended for Tycoon Fans.
. Seem like a solid simple game so far. Fun combat, good story. Enjoy!. The steam achievements doesn't work.

Not recommended.
. I have to admit, I wasn't expecting too much from this game, given the low price point and its status as a mobile port. But make
no mistake, this game is absolutely the real thing. Perfectly balanced difficulty, an AMAZING soundtrack, interesting bullet
patterns, and great controls. If you're a shmup fan, you definitely need this in your library.. My first impressions:

I played already the first chapter and it was really short, but I liked it. So today finally the second chapter came out and after a
peek in the game, I already see that there definitely is some work put in here. Details are important and it shows. Also the
narrative is interesting and it really seems, that they aren't lying about, that you should listen\/read carefully. If things keep going
in this direction, it will be a great game definitely worth its price. I will update the review when I finish this chapter.

Btw.: Thank you for this nice birthday gift!

Live2DViewerEX for Android Quick Start Tutorial:
https://youtu.be/J0Bgd87jQLA. MerryGotchy Christmas:

We come bearing good tidings of cheer and mirth.

To get into the holiday spirit, MatchyGotchy is celebrating Christmas. There is a Christmas selfie screen, holiday food and
snacks as well as a little bit of snow because this holiday update is super cool. Check it out now before all the presents are
opened and the season is past!

Download it here:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/772700/MatchyGotchy/. Enemies and motives:
At the start of the video we put up yesterday I said you'd be breaching 'drug dens and terrorist hideouts' - that's actually not a
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great characterisation of what we have planned, and a few comments made me realise it might have given the wrong impression.
So I thought I'd go into some more detail about our current ideas for who you'll be fighting and why. It's all very likely to
change, of course, but it might give a better sense of the tone we're going for.

You're a team of rogue agents - you don't work for any government or organisation, and you've all left your various jobs to deal
with urgent personal crises by breaking into rooms and knocking people through windows. The two characters we've shown are
the cop-like ones, but the other four have backgrounds in guerilla resistance, military, medicine, and 'ambiguous', respectively.

These are the ideas we have for who you might be fighting:

The Rival Team. Official server improvements being rolled out:
We've identified an issue causing the huge lag spikes on our official servers and are restarting them one-by-one to apply the fix.
We're going to leave some servers as 48p, while others will be upgraded to 64p. Our next steps will be to increase the pool of
official servers, and start doing improvements to the matchmaker. Thank you for your patience during our rocky launch!. 
20180927 Update:

Version: 2.1.9 -> 2.2.0. #MinistryofPhotography:
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